Trips and Wow Days
Tuesday 9th October Year 3 Liturgy 8:40 am
Weds 21st November Year 3 Open Afternoon
2:15 – 2.50 pm
December: trip to Chideock Church

Year 3
Autumn Term

English
This term the children will be studying a
range of high quality texts linked to the two
themes for this term. We will look at Stone
Age Boy (Satoshi Kitamura) and Stig of the
Dump (Clive King). After half term we will
be using Roald Dahl’s memories of
childhood book – Boy. Our creative writing
will follow these themes, whilst we will
continue to make a concerted focus on
attention to the essentials of spelling,
punctuation and grammar.,

Autumn 2018
RE
RE teaching follows the Catholic/Christian ethos
and values broadly in line with the church liturgical
year. Children learn about religious stories and
make links between beliefs and actions. They
compare their own and other people’s ideas and
questions that are difficult to answer. They will also
learn about other world religions. We will be
visiting Chideock church in December to make
Christingles.

Maths
In Maths this term we will be looking at the
number system. We will learn to partition 2
and 3 digit numbers. We will practice
ordering numbers, adding and subtracting
10 to any number.
Children will be expected to know their
10x, 2x, 5x and 3x tables. We will also
begin to add and subtract numbers using a
written method.
We will also look at fractions of shapes and
numbers, as well as shape, measure and
data handling.

Humanities

Art/DT

French

Science

At the beginning of the term the
children will be learning all about the
different challenges for survival of
Early Man and how tools and homes
and food changed during the Stone
Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age.
During the second half of the term they
will learn about the major countries
and capital cities in Europe and focus
in on a mini study of Norway.

This term we will be
learning how Stone Age
people made paint and
cave art.

As our introduction to
French in KS2, we will be
learning our numbers to 20
and greetings. We will also
learn to introduce ourselves
and begin a conversation.

Our two topics this term will be:
Rocks and soils and Light and
Shadows

PE

Computing.

Seal

We will be developing our
ball skills in a variety of
activities. We will also be
learning some principles
and positions of yoga.

In computing we will be
doing some simple
programming, using
Lightbot Jr. We will also
continue to develop the
children’s understanding of
internet safety

We will begin our year by creating our
Class Charter and we will have weekly
circle time sessions where we will
focus on developing confidence, team
work and listening skills.

Music
We will be learning to:
Sing and respond to a variety of topic
related songs through all our musical
activities to highlight the importance of
a regular beat in music. Children will
use instruments or their own voices to
produce layers of sound.

We will also be tie dying
fabrics to represent
baptism.

